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Progress Report

This report summarizes the progress in the work done at the NAC since the first CRP

meeting in November 1995.

Compilation of published experimental data

According to the Work Plan agreed upon at the first CRP Meeting, the NAC was

responsible for the compilation of experimental cross-section data for the two

monitor reactions, 27Al(p,X)22Na and natCu(p,X)56Co, and for the l27I(p,5n)l23Xe

reaction employed in the production of 123I at intermediate energies.

Two approaches were followed :

• In the one approach a search was made of the International Nuclear Information

System (INIS) database available at the NAC on CD-Rom, covering data

published from 1976 up until about February / March 1996. This was followed

by a hand search of all the recent issues of popular journals available at NAC

(ARI, Radiochimica Acta, NIM, Phys. Rev. C, etc.).
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• In the other approach two databases, namely Cross Section Information and

Retrieval System (CSIRS) and Nuclear Structure Reference file (NSR) available

on the NNDC On-line Service were searched, the former for particle + product

and particle + reaction type and the latter for nuclear reaction.

When locally available or from British Library, copies of the relevant hits were

obtained and references theirin were scanned for more hits. By combining the results

a total of 39 (in the case of 27Al(p,X)22Na) and 18 (in the case of nalCu(p,X)56Co) hits,

representing respectively 435 and 94 data points, were compiled for the two monitor

reactions and ten hits were recorded for the 127I(p,5n)l23Xe reaction. In all three cases

the majority of the data points are for proton energies below 100 MeV and, therefore,

fall within the scope of the present CRP.

Measurement of excitation functions (outside CRP)

The routine production programme at the NAC is based on a 66 MeV proton beam

and special attention is given to the determination of excitation functions for the

production of radioisotopes in the intermediate energy region. In the last 18-month

period a total of 17 more measured excitation functions for Pr+p up to 100 MeV were

added to the existing list of over 160, measured at the NAC up to either 100 or 200

MeV, for proton bombardment of natural Al, Mn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ge, Kr, Cd, In and Xe.

Good progress has also been made with measurements for natAg+p up to 100 MeV.


